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ABSTRACT
The current deep convolution features based on retrieval methods cannot fully use the characteristics of the salient
image regions. Also, they cannot effectively suppress the background noises, so it is a challenging task to retrieve
objects in cluttered scenarios. To solve the problem, we propose a new image retrieval method that employs a
novel feature aggregation approach with an attention mechanism and utilizes a combination of local and global
features. The method first extracts global and local features of the input image and then selects keypoints from
local features by using the attention mechanism. After that, the feature aggregation mechanism aggregates the
keypoints to a compact vector representation according to the scores evaluated by the attention mechanism. The
core of the aggregation mechanism is to allow features with high scores to participate in residual operations of all
cluster centers. Finally, we get the improved image representation by fusing aggregated feature descriptor and global
feature of the input image. To effectively evaluate the proposed method, we have carried out a series of experiments
on large-scale image datasets and compared them with other state-of-the-art methods. Experiments show that this
method greatly improves the precision of image retrieval and computational efficiency.
KEYWORDS
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1 Introduction
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has been a spotlight in the field of computer vision.
It represents the image as a vector by feature extraction algorithms. It uses the nearest neighbor
search methods to find the image like the given query image, among which feature extraction
algorithms play a key role in improving image retrieval performance. So, in order to extract
image features with more discriminability and form effective image representation, a lot of
research has been done on feature extraction algorithms. In recent ten years, it has experienced a
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development process from extracting shallow layer features based on Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [1], speeded up robust features (SURF) [2] algorithms and embedding coding method
in combination with bag of words (BOW) [3,4], fisher vector (FV) [5] and vector of local aggregated descriptors (VLAD) [6] to extracting deep layer features based on the deep convolutional
neural network.
In the early stage, the convolutional neural network (CNN) based image retrieval model
regards the output of the fully-connected layer as image features [7]. However, Liang et al. [8] and
Liu et al. [9] proved that the image features extracted from the last convolutional layer, namely
the deep convolution features, were more significant than the fully-connected layer. Later, CNN
based image retrieval models used deep convolution features and achieved good retrieval results,
such as regional maximum activation of convolutions (R-MAC) [10], sparse bundle adjustment
(SBA) [11].
Recent studies show that features extracted by deep convolution neural networks pre-trained
on large scale datasets, such as ImageNet, is better than traditional features in the image retrieval
task [12]. The features output by the convolutional layer in the deep networks can be regarded
as the local representation of the image and can display more details of the images, achieving a
higher retrieval accuracy than the features output by the fully-connected layer. The accuracy was
improved from 87.63% to 90.04% and 91.35% [13]. Therefore, the current mainstream algorithms
are to aggregate the output features of the convolutional layer to form a local representation of
the image.
Global features are appropriate if the user is interested in the whole image, rather than
in the foreground. But the inability to distinguish between foreground and background is an
inherent disadvantage of the global feature. Especially if the objects are affected by occlusion
and so on, the global feature is likely to be invalid [14]. However, local features are stable and
distinguished. In this way, under the condition that the objects are not completely occluded, some
local features still exist stably to represent the objects (or even the images), which is convenient
for the subsequent processing.
We can look at the Fig. 1, the left column is the whole image, the middle column is some
corner points (local features), and the right column is the line segment except for the corner
points. When we look at the middle column, we can more sensitively imagine them as the original
objects in the left column. If we replace the whole image with these steadily occurring points,
we can greatly reduce the large amount of information that the image originally carries, and at
the same time suppress the influence of background noise. On the other hand, when the object is
disturbed, even if some redundant information (such as parts with gentle color changes and lines)
is occluded, we can still restore important information on the feature points that have not been
occluded.
The deep local features have stronger discriminability than the classic hand-crafted features.
However, some studies [15] have shown that the dimension of deep convolutional feature is high in
the image retrieval model. For example, the dimension of the second fully-connected layer in visual
geometry group network (VGG16) is 4096 and last fully-connected layer is 1000. ResNet’s output
is 1000 dimensions. In the traditional method, the dimension of feature points extracted by SIFT
is 128, SURF is 64 and oriented fast and rotated brief (ORB) is 32 [16]. So, some scholars try to
reduce the dimension of the features with embedding method. Whereas the traditional embedding
is more suitable for the classic SIFT features than the deep convolutional features. In addition, the
research [17] showed that compared with the common coding aggregation methods, the democratic
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aggregation of deep convolutional features can obtain better performance. Yu et al. [18] did an
experiment to destroy information in a random area of an image to see if the output of the
network depended on that region. It was found that the area that the network could actually cover
could reach about a third of the whole picture, far from the size of the receptive field. In order
to solve the problem of how to utilize all the image context information, ParseNet proposes a
method of combining global information with local information. Therefore, this paper focuses on
the feature aggregation method of deep convolutional features, to overcome the existing problems
of CBIR methods based on global and local features.

Figure 1: Illustration of the local features. When we look at the middle column, we can more
sensitively imagine them as the original objects in the left column
For the study of feature aggregation mechanism, many papers proposed to use VLAD or
Fisher vector to describe regions of images, and then aggregate multiple regions into image
representation. Liu et al. [9] leverage the grid structure from [11], approximately 20 regions are
selected per image, to pool pretrained CNN features into compact representations. Subsequently,
the feature aggregation mechanism based on region gradually becomes the mainstream. R-VLAD
and ASMK are the most representative algorithms [13]. All the methods contain two steps:
regional search and regional aggregation. But the regional search method has the disadvantage of
overlapping regions (i.e., there may be the same feature information in different regions) and can
result in higher memory and complexity costs in the regional aggregation process [15].
In this work, we propose a new large-scale image retrieval method, which is based on
aggregated local feature descriptors and global feature descriptor, utilizing the advantages of the
combination of the two descriptors. Our first contribution is that we use the ResNet model to
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extract the local features from the output of conv4x convolutional block, and use fully-connected
layer output as the global feature of the image. Also employ attention mechanism to select
keypoints from local features. Second, we propose a new feature aggregation technology with
attention mechanism, which make each part of a feature vector has different contribution in the
image matching process. In the method, the attention function can generate feature scores using
very little extra computation.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly review the most relevant
work. In Section 3, we describe our proposed method in detail. Section 4, we present experimental
results on ROxf dataset, RPar dataset and Google Landmark dataset to explore the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm. Section 5 is our overall summary of this paper.
2 Related Work
The initial application of CNN in image retrieval was mainly to extract the output of fullyconnected layer as the image feature vector [19]. Deep Image Retrieval (DIR) [20] is a global
descriptor that achieves the state-of-the-art performance in several existing datasets. DIR feature
descriptors are 2,048 dimensional and multi-resolution descriptors are used in all cases. Braux-Zin
et al. [21] proposed a lighter deep convolutional neural network model (Lighten VGGNet), which
used multi-task classification method to retrieve the images, so that the features extracted from
the network during retrieval process have the ability to represent more refined category attributes,
thus improve the accuracy of image retrieval. Aggregated Selective Match Kernel (ASMK) [22] is
a recent global descriptor that obtains high performance in existing datasets. The CNN based on
VGG16 extracts 512 dimensional global descriptor.
However, only extracting the whole connection layer cannot maintain the spatial structure,
and this feature represents more global information and loses the local feature information of the
image, resulting in a low mean Average Precision (mAP) of the retrieval. Therefore, the fusion
of multiple image features has become a popular research method for image retrieval. Regional
Maximum Activation of Convolutions (R-MAC) used a sliding window to obtain multiple local
features for each feature graph, and considered the local features to be distinguished. Then, the
local features obtained were summed and aggregated into full feature vectors. Kumar et al. [23]
assumed that the most discriminative regions are located at the center of the image, and a space
gaussian weighting matrix is designed to weight the deep convolutional features. Finally, maxpooling was adopted to aggregate the image features into compact vectors.
The feature aggregation of convolutional layer is divided into two types. One of them is
encoding aggregation [24]. In this kind of methods, the deep features of convolutional layer are
regarded as local features similar to SIFT, and finally these features are aggregated to get the
representation of the input image. The other is direct aggregation, in which the feature maps
of the convolutional layer are directly summed and aggregated or weighted to form an image
representation. Wei et al. [25] aggregated the deep convolution feature of the image in the dataset
into the feature vector, calculated the variance according to the channel, and selected the feature
maps of some channels with the largest variance to carry out weighted aggregation of the deep
features.
Based on the key feature points of deep convolutional neural network, Azizpour et al. [26]
proposed a two-channel neural network model, which not only extracts the features of the fullyconnected layer, but also takes samples under the convolution feature layer in the front as local
features, and then combines two kinds of features. Hu et al. [27] designed the current largest
labeling clothing image dataset DeepFashion. He divided the convolution of the last layer of
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VGG16 into three branches. One branch performed feature point visibility prediction and position
regression, and the other two branches extracted local features of the image, which is helpful to
deal with the problem of clothing deformation and occlusion, and global features respectively.
CONGAS [28] is a 40D hand-engineered local feature, which has been widely used for instancelevel image matching and retrieval. This feature descriptor is extracted by collecting Gabor wavelet
responses at the detected keypoint scale and orientation, and is known to have very similar
performance and characteristic to other gradient-based local descriptors like SIFT.
Our work is related to the recent image search [29–31], which employ a new model as deep
local and global features (DELG), combining global feature with local features into an image
representation. The model performance based on the deep local features and global feature is
better than that of other models. Because the local features can express images of different semantic classes, and the global feature can capture similarities across different poses of the instances.
Similar to our method, Hou et al. [32] proposed an unsupervised semantic-based aggregation of
deep features. However, different from the approach introduced [33–35], in our method, we use
deep local features aggregation based on attention mechanism and global feature. Moreover, we
aggregate the deep local features by using the new aggregation technology, in which each local
feature has a different contribution according to the scores evaluated by attention mechanism.
3 Method
We propose method to improve image retrieval performance by using aggregated local features with attention mechanism [36–38] combined with global feature. Since attention mechanism
recently demonstrated better performance on the large image retrieval benchmark, we adapted it to
fit our system. We describe the whole process of the proposed method, mainly including features
extraction, dimensionality reduction, descriptors aggregation, and image retrieval. Firstly, we introduce the method of feature extraction and the attention mechanism utilized in this process. And
then explain dimensionality reduction for extracted features in the process. Thirdly, summarize the
formulation of the feature descriptor aggregation. At last present the image retrieval procedure.
The key workflow of the proposed image retrieval method is depicted in Fig. 2. And Fig. 3 is
architecture of our proposed model for feature extracting and aggregating.

Figure 2: Key workflow of image retrieval with the proposed descriptor aggregation mechanism.
The image coming from the dataset is input into the model to obtain the image feature descriptors,
and then the composite feature descriptors are indexed and stored into Large-Scale Index
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Figure 3: The network architecture of the model proposed in this paper. The global feature
descriptor output from the fully connected layer and the aggregated local feature descriptors based
on the attention scores are fused to form the final image presentation
3.1 Attention-Based Feature Extraction
Attention mechanism is widely used in computer vision [29,33]. The core of the attention
mechanism is to make the neural network pay more attention to the feature information related
to the image, which can speed up the processing time of the image feature, and then improve the
computing efficiency and the expressing ability of the feature.
In this paper, the attention mechanism is used to learn the relationship between output
channels, and then uses the score function to convolve the resulting feature graph to calculate the
corresponding score. A vector with the same dimension as the number of channels is obtained,
and the vector is scored as a feature and added to the corresponding local feature. In the attention
network, firstly, the input feature maps are globally pooled, and then are two fully connected
layers. The number of neurons in the first fully connected layer is C, and the number of neurons
in the second fully connected layer is D = 16 × C. Then, another Sigmod layer outputs 1 × 1 × D
to get the corresponding score of each feature.
However, some shortcomings of this method are found in experiments. Although feature
extraction and score function can be trained by backward propagation at the same time, the result
of training is a weak model. Therefore, we use a two-step training strategy. First, we train the
feature extraction ability of the model using datasets, and then train the score function on the
model.
3.1.1 Local and Global Feature Extraction
The feature extraction process can be divided into two steps. The first step is feature generation, both dense local features and global features are extracted from images by improved
ResNet-50 [39,40], which is trained on google landmark datasets and fine-tune for enhancing the
discriminability. We extract the local features from the output of conv4x convolutional block,
and use fully-connected layer output as the global feature of the image. And we trained the
network with standard cross-entropy loss for images classification. The second step is the keypoint
selection for local feature descriptors based on attention mechanism. Instead of using dense
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features directly, attention mechanisms are used to select the most relevant features in lots of local
features. The output of the attention mechanism is the weighted sum of the convolution features
extracted by the network.
To handle the scale of input images, we construct an image pyramid. The obtained feature
maps are regarded as a dense grid of local descriptors. Features are localized based on their
receptive field of conv4 convolutional block. The receptive field size of the original image scale
is 291 × 291 [41]. Through the image pyramid, features describing different size image regions can
be obtained. Firstly, the input images are rescaled to 300 × 300. Then the images are randomly
clipped to 224 × 224 size for training.
3.1.2 Attention Mechanism
Since a considerable part of the features extracted directly are not helpful to our retrieval
task and will bring bad effects to the retrieval, the keypoint selection is particularly important
for the retrieval system. We recommend training an attention mechanism to explicitly measure the
correlation scores of local features. For training the function, the features are set into a weighted
sum, where the weights are predicted by the attention network. The attention network is illustrated
in Fig. 3.
The attention mechanism learns which features are relevant for each class and ranks them
with relevance accordingly. The output y of the attention mechanism is the weighted sum of the
convolutional features extracted by the network. A scoring function α(fi ;  >) should be learned
per local feature vector fi , where  > representing the parameters of the function α. i = 1, . . ., n
the i-th feature vector, and fi ∈Rd , with d denoting the size of the feature vectors. Using crossentropy as the loss, the output of the network is given by



(1 + a(fi ; θ)) ∗ fi
(1)
y=W
n

where y is the weighted sum of the local features extracted by the attention mechanism.
W ∈ RM×d represents the weights of the final fully-connected layer of the CNN trained to predict
classes. α is the scoring function. We use cross entropy loss for training, which is given by
 y 
e
∗
(2)
L = −y · log
T
fi · ey
where y∗ is ground-truth in one-hot representation and fi is one feature vector. fi T is the transpose
of fi . The parameters in the score function α (·) are trained by backpropagation, where the
gradient is given by
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(3)

where the backpropagation of the output score αi ≡ α(fi ;  >) with respect to  > is same as the
standard multi-layer perceptron.
In order to prevent score function learning negative weighting, we make α (·) >= 0. And a
2-layers CNN with a softplus activation at the top is designed for the score function. The size of
convolutional filters is 1 × 1, which work well in practice. The trained attention mechanism can
be used to assess the relevance of features extracted by our model. This is intuitive because the
attention model should be able to generate valid scores for different local feature descriptors. As
a result of the training, local feature descriptors implicitly learn more relevant representations of
landmark.
3.2 Dimensionality Reduction
We reduce the dimensionality of selected features to obtain improved retrieval accuracy, as
common practice [42,43]. Firstly, the selected features were normalized by L2 normalization, and
the dimension of the features was reduced to d by principal component analysis (PCA), which
balanced compactness and discriminability. Finally, the features are L2 normalization again. The
effect of PCA based dimensionality reduction technique is shown in Fig. 3.
We observe an interesting trend that directly applying PCA to the feature vectors provides better performance than reducing the dimensionality of the aggregation descriptors. The experimental
part has detailed comparison data. This likely reason for this behavior is the removal of irrelevant
components present in the original feature vectors. The contributions of these components cannot
be completely removed from the descriptor after aggregation.
3.3 Descriptor Aggregation
Iscen et al. [44] proposed an image retrieval algorithm through triangulation embedding
(TE) and democratic aggregation (DA). Their method modified some key steps of local feature
aggregation and achieves obvious better results. At present, the method is the most effective and
valuable among the traditional image retrieval algorithms. Referring to the optimization strategy
adopted by their method, we propose an improved method.
In the TE+DA method, all local features participate in the calculation completely fairly.
In other words, all the features have the same contribution when it comes to image matching.
However, TE+DA is not the most ideal choice for the approximate and completely fair calculation
strategy. Hence, in the process of feature extraction, our proposed method not only provides the
deep local feature vectors, but also uses the attention mechanism to provide the score information
of each local features.
We utilize attention scores to indicate the importance of the features in the image. The main
idea of our algorithm proposed in this paper is to distribute the features with high scores to
all clustering centers and then make them participate in the residual operation of all clustering
centers. The features with low score value are only assigned to the nearest clustering center,
and only participates in the residual operation of the nearest clustering center. Moreover, this
distribution can have many transformation forms and be adjusted flexibly. Finally, the descriptor
of local features aggregation is fused with the global descriptor by weighting to obtain the image
representation.
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3.3.1 Triangulation Embedding
The purpose of geometric embedding is to make the distance between similar features
infinitely close to zero in the image matching process. The vectors obtained in the embedding step
should not consider the magnitude of the vector modulus, but only focus on the direction of the
vectors. This process can also be regarded as the normalization of residual vectors. Different from
other embedding methods, the geometric embedding strategy only uses the orientation information
of the feature for feature matching.
The local features after keypoint selection of an image are denoted as X = {x1 , x2 , x3 , · · · xm }.
After k-means training, q clustering centers were obtained, which is C = {c1 , c2 , c3 , . . . . . . cq },
cj ∈ Rd . The calculation process of geometric embedding is as the formula (4)


x − cj
rj (x) =
, j = 1···k
(4)
|x − cj |
where cj represents the j-th clustering center and rj (x) is the residual vector obtained by geometric
embedding.
The detail process of triangulation embedding is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a represents the local
features of the image, and it is assumed that there are four clustering centers. Taking any feature
of the image as an example, Fig. 4b represents the residual between the current feature and all
clustering centers. The size of residual vector obtained at this time varies according to the distance.
In the process of image matching, the size of residual affects the matching between features.
Fig. 4c represents the normalization operation of the residual, which is usually performed by L2
normalization. In this way, the residual vector obtained does not consider the magnitude of the
vector module, but only considers the direction information.

Figure 4: The strategy of triangulation. (a) Represents the local features of the image, and it is
assumed that there are four clustering centers. (b) Represents the residual between the current
feature and all clustering centers. (c) Represents the normalization operation of the residual, which
is usually performed by L2 normalization
Then, we can get q residual vectors by geometric embedding rj (x). You spliced these residuals
to get the residuals matrix R(x) = |r1 (x)T , r2 (x)T , . . . . . . rq (x)T |T . Dimension of local features
is d, then the dimension of R(x) is D = |q| * d.
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3.3.2 Attention Aggregation
The attention aggregation operation is sum-pooling usually made after the feature embedding.
When judging the similarity of two descriptors, it is usually used as a kernel matrix [45] like
formulas (5), (6)

K(X , Y ) =
k(x, y) = ψ(X )T ψ(Y )
(5)
x∈X y∈Y

ψs (X ) =



∅(x)

(6)

x∈X

where the output K is kernel matrix. ∅ : Rd → RD , Rd represents a space with low-dimensional
vector and RD represents a higher-dimensional vector. And X = {x1 , . . . , xm }, Y = {y1 , . . . , ym }
represent the descriptors of two different images. And k(x, y) is the matching kernel, which
represents the inner product of the image features after embedding. Then k(x, y) = ϕ(x)|ϕ(y).
The expression of the kernel matrix is shown as formula (7)
 
ϕ( x )T ϕ ( y )
(7)
K(X , Y ) =
x∈X y∈Y

where the image feature after embedding is ϕ(y) and ϕ(x)T is the transpose of ϕ(y).
The purpose of the attention aggregation is to make the contribution of each feature different
in the image matching. Therefore, the realization of the attention aggregation is making each
feature vector multiply the attention score of the vector. The kernel matrix after the aggregation
is shown in formula (8)

λX (x)λY (y)k(x, y)
(8)
K(X , Y ) =
x∈X y∈Y

where λX (x) = α(fi ;  >), x ∈ X . λY (y) = α(fj ; ), y ∈ Y . k(x, y) is the matching kernel. And λX (·)
and λY (·) are always greater than 0.
The improved aggregation algorithm using local features based on attention mechanism is
pseudocode as follows.
Algorithm 1: The improved aggregation algorithm using local features based on attention
mechanism
Input: 1. Input image: I;
2. The local feature set of an image and the attention score of each feature, A total of m;
3. K-means algorithm training clustering center, a total of q;
Output: A aggregated descriptor based on local features of the attention mechanism;
1. Fea_s = zeros_matrix((d * q), m); % The matrix Fea_s represents the descriptors of all images.
2. For each image I.
3.
idx = yeal_(C, X ); % Assign the feature to the closest cluster center.
4.
ri = xi − cj , j = 1. . .q; % Any xi ∈ X , Calculate the distances between xi and q different
clustering centers.
5.
R = [r1 , r2 ,. . . rm ]; % The set of all distances.
(Continued)
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Algorithm 1 (Continued)
6.
For ii = 1 . . . m % m is the number of local feature set of an image.
7.
If The attention score of the current feature >= The set attention score threshold:
8.
YS (:, ii) = ri ; % Features do residual arithmetic with all clustering centers.
9.
else the attention score of the current feature < The set attention score threshold:
10.
Calculating the residual between the feature and the cluster center, which is
closest to the feature.
11. Then get Ys(jj, ii); % jj ∈ ((idx(ii) − 1) ∗ d + 1, idx(ii) ∗ d). idx(ii) is the clustering center
closest to local feature ii.
12.
End
13. End
14. YS = n(YS); % L2 normalized residual vectors that only retained the orientation information.
15. Ysaliency = sum(YS, 2); % Add the residual vectors.
16. Fea_s(:, I) = Ysaliency ;
17. END
18. Return Fea_s; % Fea_s is output. It is aggregated descriptor based on attention local features.
The proposed method improves the aggregation of local features by the attention scores of
local features, and determines the calculation strategy of local features with the clustering centers
through the preset threshold. After setting the threshold value for attention score, if the attention
score of a local feature exceeds the threshold value, it indicates that the feature comes from the
relatively core region of the image and is well distinguishable. At this time, it is necessary to
calculate the residual between the local features and all clustering centers. Then, we will get the
aggregated local feature descriptor based on attention mechanism by summing up the residual
vectors. Different from TE+DA algorithm, the contribution of local features in image matching
is not absolutely fair, but varies according to the attention score of local features.
At last, the global feature output from the fully-connected layer and the aggregated local feature descriptors based on the attention scores are fused together to obtain the image presentation.
3.4 Image Retrieval Algorithm
We focus on descriptor aggregation and landmark image retrieval by using the proposed
methods. Before we can retrieve the image retrieval, we must process all the image data in the
landmark datasets to build a feature index library. Algorithm 2 is the overall algorithm structure
of the method we proposed in this paper.
Algorithm 2: Image retrieval algorithm
Input: Query image and dataset images;
Output: Top T ranked images list from dataset according to image similarity to query image;
1: Extract global and local feature descriptors respectively;
2: Select keypoints from local features according to the values from score function α(·);
3: Reduce dimension of the features after selected to d;
4: Aggregate local descriptors and global descriptor to produce image representation;
5: Compute a set of similarities between query image and dataset images based on image
representation;
6: Rank and select the top T images in dataset according the collection of similarities;
7: Return the ranked images list.
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4 Experiments
In this section, we give the datasets and evaluation metrics used for evaluation purpose, the
experimental environment and results, and evaluation metrics. All the experiments were performed
on Ubuntu18.04 operating system with 3.4 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4930 K CPU, 32 GB main
memory and GTX 2080 GPU. We first discuss the performance of our features descriptors
compared to existing global and local feature descriptors in the datasets. Second, feature descriptor
aggregation is used to evaluate the quality of our proposed model, which is trained on the
new dataset. Finally, the image retrieval system is enhanced by using different dimensionality
reduction methods (descriptor reduction before/after aggregation). The training dataset we used is
the Google Landmark Dataset.
4.1 Datasets
Our experiment used three datasets. There are Google Landmark dataset (GLD), Revisited
Oxford (ROxf), and Revisited Paris (RPar). Among them, ROxfand RPar are updated versions
based on the Oxford and Paris datasets.
Google Landmark Dataset: Google-Landmarks is the largest dataset of artificial and natural
Landmarks currently. The dataset contains 2 million images describing 30,000 unique landmarks
around the world, which is 30 times larger than the average dataset. There is only one corresponding landmark label for each image in the Google Landmark image, and the dataset is shown in
Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Some landmarks in the Google Landmark Dataset
4.2 Evaluations Metrics
One of famous evaluation metrics for image retrieval systems is mean Average Precision
(mAP), which is obtained by ranking the images in descending order of relevance for each query
and calculating the AP for each query. However, this assessment method is not representative
for datasets with intrusive queries because it is important to determine whether each image is
relevant to the query. For performance evaluation, we used Precision-Recall curve, while taking
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into account all the query images. PR curve is a curve made with precision and recall as variables,
in which recall is the abscissa and precision is the ordinate.
Precision = TP/(TP + FP)
Recall = TP/(TP + FN)

(9)
(10)

where TP (True Positive) represents the correct classification of positive examples as positive
examples; FN (False Negative) means to misclassify a positive example as a negative one; FP
(false positive) means that negative cases are misclassified as positive ones.
4.3 Experimental Results of Proposed Method with Different Mechanisms
According to the proposed method in the third part, the aggregation strategy of local features
can be changed by setting the significance threshold. In the significantly improved aggregation
algorithm, the threshold value determines whether the features are allocated to all clustering
centers or only to the clustering centers closest to the current features. The setting of the threshold
value depends on the maximum value of the significance of all local features in the image, and
the threshold can be obtained by multiplying the maximum value by the threshold parameter.
In order to select the most appropriate threshold, an image retrieval experiment was conducted in different clustering centers and the threshold with the best effect was selected. In order
to observe the experimental effect of the improved algorithm more comprehensively, we extract
up 1,000 local features from each image, T = 60, and 16, 32, 64, 128 clustering centers were used
in this section for the experiment. Fig. 6 shows the results of our experiment.

Figure 6: mAP values of different attention score thresholds in the Google Landmark Dataset.
The mAP value of our method remained stable after the threshold parameter was 0.88
Under 64 clustering centers, the mAP value of the algorithm in this paper is 0.791. As can
be seen in the Fig. 6, the mAP values of the algorithm are improved with different parameters. Compared with the traditional method, the mAP value remained stable after the threshold
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parameter was 0.88, and the mAP value was 0.791. In order to achieve a stable experimental
effect, the threshold parameter is set to 0.9 in the subsequent experiments in this paper.
In addition, the presented system also has an important parameter, the size of original local
feature vectors d, that affect the final features dimensionality. We further tested the effects of this
parameter on the retrieval accuracy and reduced dimension of the aggregated feature vectors to
1024, 256, 128, 64, 32 and 16. To test the robustness of the model, we repeated the retrieval
experiment on ROxf and RPar datasets and show the results in Tables 1, 2.

Table 1: Mean retrieval precision using lower-dimensional descriptors. PCA is applied to local
features and global features
Datasets
ROxf
Setup
q = 64,
q = 64,
q = 64,
q = 64,
q = 64,
q = 64,
q = 32,
q = 32,
q = 32,
q = 32,

d = 1024
d = 256
d = 128
d = 64
d = 32
d = 16
d = 128
d = 64
d = 32
d = 16

LOC-ATT+
GLO+AGG
0.856
0.921
0.937
0.967
0.942
0.877
0.933
0.955
0.965
0.943

RPar
LOC-ATT+
AGG
0.944
0.923
0.949
0.951
0.957
0.862
0.919
0.946
0.939
0.928

LOC-ATT+
GLO+AGG
0.864
0.912
0.923
0.952
0.931
0.869
0.890
0.952
0.943
0.937

LOC-ATT+AGG
0.854
0.903
0.925
0.947
0.939
0.873
0.819
0.937
0.931
0.931

Table 2: Mean retrieval precision with aggregated descriptors using lower-dimensional descriptors.
PCA is applied to reduce the size of the aggregated descriptors
Datasets
ROxf
Aggregated descriptor size
2048
1024
512
256
128
64
32
16

LOC-ATT+
GLO+AGG
0.921
0.897
0.905
0.914
0.929
0.940
0.937
0.926

LOC-ATT+
AGG
0.883
0.879
0.887
0.916
0.848
0.889
0.922
0.904

RPar
LOC-ATT+
GLO+AGG
0.902
0.883
0.891
0.891
0.920
0.925
0.919
0.911

LOC-ATT+AGG
0.894
0.890
0.883
0.897
0.901
0.919
0.907
0.894
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In the process of reducing the features dimensionality, we observed two interesting phenomena. First, the descriptors with dimensionality reduction using PCA have better performance
than those without dimensionality reduction. We also found that the retrieval accuracy of using
dimensionality reduction before descriptor aggregation (the number 0.965 in Table 1) was higher
than using dimensionality reduction after descriptor aggregation (the number 0.940 in Table 2).
The reason for this phenomenon is that some features with unimportant information before
aggregation can be deleted, but using dimensionality reduction after descriptor aggregation cannot
obtain that effect. In further experiments, we found that the complete descriptor was not the best
choice. Using 32 or 64 dimensional descriptor have achieved the best results.
Dimensions of features above 1024 seems to contain a large amount of irrelevant data. It
can be concluded from those Tables that the benefits of having eigenvectors of sufficient size is
significant. By using smaller descriptors, we achieved better retrieval performance, increasing the
retrieval efficiency on ROxf and RPar datasets by 11.1% and 8.8% respectively by aggregated local
features with attention mechanism combined with global feature. At the same time, our method
improved the accuracy by 1.13% and 0.93% in ROxf and RPar datasets, respectively.
To analyze the benefit of feature descriptor aggregation and global feature for image retrieval,
we compare our full model (LOC-ATT+AGG+GLO) with its variations: LOC-ATT and LOCATT+AGG. LOC-ATT means that extracted local features based on attention mechanism but
without features aggregation and without global features; LOC-ATT+AGG denotes that the
model extracted local features based on attention mechanism with features aggregation but without
global feature; LOC-ATT+AGG+GLO means aggregated local features with attention mechanism combined with global feature. Fig. 7 shows that the precision-recall curves of comparison
experiment on large-scale Google Landmark dataset. The experiment result indicates that features
aggregation and global feature in our approach are critical to performance improvements.

Figure 7: Precision-recall curve for the image retrieval experiment. As can be seen, our method
can improve the performance of the proposed LOC-ATT model effectively
In particular, the use of feature aggregation is more important than the global feature. Our
method and CONGAS are almost as complex as deep image retrieval (DIR) in terms of memory
requirements. Our method and CONGAS adopt the same feature dimension and the maximum
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feature number of each image. They require about 12 GB of memory. The directory descriptor
requires 16 KB per image, which adds up to about 12 GB to index the entire dataset.
4.4 Experimental Results Compared with other Methods
In this experiment, we trained the model using the training set of the Google Landmark
dataset, and then tested the experiment on the Google Landmark test set and calculated the mAP
values for each model. Models for comparison include R-VLAD, ASMK, DIR, and CONGAS.
We set q (=64) clustering centers for aggregating features, and set the attention score threshold
is 0.9.
We further analyze the mAP results for each model counted on the test set of Google
Landmark dataset, as shown in Table 3. Under the Google Landmark dataset, the mAP values
of our model were 0.038, 0.039, 0.053, and 0.047 higher than the other four models, respectively,
and R-VLAD performed best of 0.053 of the four network models. The mAP values of DIR
and CONGAS are 0.521 and 0.527, respectively, which corresponds to the performance results
shown by the P-R curve (Fig. 7). However, none of these four networks performed better than
our model (0.574). Through experimental data analysis, it can be found that the model presented
in this paper can better suppress background noise interference.

Table 3: The mAP value of each model on the Google Landmark dataset
Models

Google Landmark (mAP)

Ours
R-VLAD
ASMK
DIR
CONGAS

0.574
0.536
0.535
0.527
0.521

In order to explain more intuitively our model can improve the accuracy of image retrieval
under the condition of noise influence such as partial occlusion, we randomly select several
retrieval pictures from the experimental results. Fig. 8 is a comparison output of the model in
this paper with other public models, R-VLAD, ASMK, DIR, and CONGAS. (a) in Fig. 8 is the
input image, and each model retrieves the image most similar to the input image in the Google
Landmark test set. (b) is the most similar output of our model. (c) (d) (e) and (f) are the outputs
of the other four models. Fig. 8 consists of three rows of images that represent the results of each
model under three partial occlusion scenarios in the Google Landmark test set. The foreground
in the first line of images is cedar, and behind the cedar is the building. The second row is the
building occluded by trees, but compared with the image of the first row, the building of the
second row image is disturbed by the sky. The third line is problem of low precision detection of
small-scale objects. The experimental results in Fig. 8 show that the AP values of our model are
0.684, 0.633, and 0.662, respectively, which are higher than each other.
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Figure 8: Retrieval results for Ours, R-VLAD and ASMK in Google Landmark data. (a) is query
image (input), (b) is top-1 output of LOC-ATT+AGG+GLO, (c) (d) (e) (f) are top-1 output of
other method. As can be seen from the specific retrieval examples, even for buildings from different
angles, our retrieval results are better than R-VLAD and ASMK (a) Query (b) Ours (c) R-VLAD
(d) ASMK (e) DIR (f) CONGAS
As we can see from the output of the first row, except for our model, all of other models are
greatly affected by the foreground (cedar) because the results of all three model outputs contain
trees. The image output by our model excludes the semantic information of the foreground, which
further proves the superiority of our model. In the experimental results of the second line, due
to the lack of prominent semantic information of the building target, the last three models have
been seriously misjudged and the images unrelated to the input images have been retrieved. And,
in the third row, other models have also appeared the wrong output. Through these three sets of
experimental outputs, it can be found that our model can output more correct results under a
variety of noise influence conditions, which proves that our model has the effect of suppressing
background noise and good robustness.
Table 4 and Fig. 9 show the results of comparing different aggregation methods a on the
ROxf and RPar datasets. We compared our method against other region selection aggregation
methods: Regional Vector of Aggregate Locally Descriptor (R-VLAD) and Aggregated Selective
Match Kernel (ASMK).
For the R-VLAD, the retrieval accuracy of the R-VLAD improved to 0.426 on the use of
the ROxf dataset. When the detection area of the method in the R-VLAD method is set to 6, the
retrieval accuracy of the model will fall sharply. This also proves that the retrieval accuracy of
the R-VLAD is invert with the detection area under certain conditions. Comparing our proposed
technique against with R-VLAD, our method obtains the best results. In the Table 3, our method
improves the retrieval accuracy by 0.147 over the R-VLAD method.
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Table 4: Comparison of proposed technique against R-VLAD and ASMK on ROxf and RPar
datasets. Both R-VLAD and ASMK are regions-based aggregation methods, they get the best
results when the number of regions is 3 or 6 on ROxf and Rpar datasets. Note that the method
LOC-ATT-AGG-GLO is not based on the detected regions, so the region setting does not affect
the mAP
Method

ROxf (mAP)
3 regions

LOC-ATT+AGG+GLO
R-VLAD
ASMK

0.574
0.426
0.351

6 regions
0.574
0.353
0.476

RPar (mAP)
3 regions
0.559
0.409
0.314

6 regions
0.559
0.306
0.441

Figure 9: Retrieval results for Ours, R-VLAD and ASMK. (a) is query image (input), (b) is top1output of LOC-ATT+AGG+GLO, (c) is top-1 output of R-VLAD, (d) top-1 image of ASMK.
As can be seen from the specific retrieval examples, even for buildings from different angles, our
retrieval results are better than R-VLAD and ASMK (a) Query (b) Ours (c) R-VLAD (d) ASMK
For ASMK, at first, there is only a slight improvement in our method. The mAP is 0.314 on
ROxf dataset with 3 detected regions. When 6 regions per image were used for ASMK, the mAP
increase to 0.476 and 0.441 on RPar and ROxf, respectively. By contrast, due to our attentional
mechanism combined with global feature, our algorithm still leads ASMK algorithm by 0.117,
which use different number of areas. The curves in the left of Fig. 10 are comparisons of ASMK,
R-VLAD and LOC-ATT +AGG+GLO methods. As can be seen, our method outperforms the
other two feature aggregation methods, among which the ASMK method performs the worst.
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Figure 10: Precision-recall curve of our and the compared methods. As can be seen, our method
outperforms the other two feature aggregation methods
We also compared other global feature methods with the proposed method on the ROxf
and RPar datasets. The results of comparative experiments are in Table 4 and Fig. 9. The
Precision-Pecall Curves of right side in Fig. 10 are the comparisons of DIR, CONGAS and LOCATT+GLO. Since DIR and CONGAS use global features, we compared these two methods with
LOC-ATT+GLO in this experiment.
Our method vs. Deep Image Retrieval (DIR): Our method is superior to DIR as shown
in Fig. 11. We used the released source code to implement the version. For retrieval, a parallel exhaustive search is used to avoid the error penalty of nearest neighbor search for DIR.
Our method, aggregated local features with attention mechanism combined with global feature,
achieves a good match between discriminating descriptors in the image, which is of great help in
finding the same target under different imaging conditions. In many cases, DIR matches similar
images, but it does not distinguish between these specific targets, which often do not match the
instances of interest. But our method achieves a good result. However, DIR is better than LOCATT, when the ground or vegetation on different landmarks is similar. So, when we add global
feature technology, the model output at this point is better than DIR, also further demonstrating
the importance of global feature technology.
Our method vs. CONGAS: Our method retrieves more relevant information, indicating that
our method descriptor is more discriminative. In the experimental results, there is no example that
CONGAS is superior to the retrieval results of our method. Table 5 shows the mAP of the query
against the database. The acceptance field of CONGAS model is generally quite large. Therefore,
some features in the CONGAS model are greatly affected by undifferentiated regions, such as an
image with a large number of white clouds. In these cases, however, the features extracted by our
method take into account more discriminative areas in image.
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Figure 11: The image retrieval results. (a) Input image, (b) the output of our proposed method, (c)
the output of CONGAS, (d) the output of DIR. In the experiment, we found that Our method
retrieves more relevant information, indicating that our descriptor is more discriminative. However,
the results of other methods only based on deep global feature are incorrect usually (a) Query
(b) Ours (c) CONGAS (d) DIR
Table 5: The mAP of the different methods in this work
Method
LOC-ATT+GLO
DIR
CONGAS

ROxf dataset

RPar dataset

mAP

mAP

0.446
0.374
0.437

0.549
0.409
0.528

4.5 Model Performance Analysis
Finally, we investigate the computational complexity of the proposed model. We first tested
our proposed model to extract local and global descriptors from an image in 23 milliseconds.
Under the condition of T = 16, k-means clustering of selected features takes about 7 min. Under
the condition of T = 64, it takes about 31 min to perform k-means clustering on the selected
features. Therefore, under the conditions where local features and codebook can be used. We also
measure the amount of time of that consumed to generate an aggregation descriptor. After the
measurement, we concluded that it would take about 30 milliseconds to aggregate an effective
descriptor. Experiments show that constructing codebook and descriptor aggregation requires
more computation time than feature extraction. In order to ensure the validity of the experimental
data, we tested other methods in the same experimental environment.
The time spent on the whole image retrieval is determined by the size of dataset and the
descriptor size. First, we have to traverse the entire dataset to extract and generate feature for
each image. Second, the longer the descriptor is, the longer the computation time is required. We
followed the procedure [46] to compare the computational complexity of different descriptor sizes
under different database sizes. These results are shown in Table 6. In addition, we compare the
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proposed method with several other methods. Experimental results show that better results can be
obtained by using our descriptor. It can also be found that the execution time decreases with the
reduction of feature dimension, but the correlation is nonlinear. For example, the dimension is
reduced from 1,024 to 512, and the execution time is reduced by 3,448 ms. When the dimension is
reduced from 128 to 64, the execution time is only reduced from 1,976 to 1,485 milliseconds. The
application scenario of this paper is mainly about building image retrieval, although the proposed
model can be applicable in other scenarios. We also use the more large-scale dataset and test set
image of CIFAR for retrieval, and because the CIFAR dataset has relatively few pixels (32 × 32,
the resolution of GLD is much higher than 32 × 32), the speed increases during the retrieval
process.
Table 6: Time consumed in image retrieval (in millisecond) in different database and descriptor
sizes
Dataset size
(number of
images)

R-VLAD

ASMK

DIR

Ours
(d = 1024)

Ours (d
= 512)

Ours (d
= 128)

Ours (d
= 64)

100
200
500
1000
2000
5000
10,000(CIFAR)

431
832
1331
1691
4592
12267
3298

247
417
1150
2083
5004
14987
4462

307
583
1213
1769
4741
14098
3754

408
1064
3789
7921
14498
46287
8984

246
720
2311
4473
11946
40998
6528

177
489
1192
1976
7023
30166
4067

113
249
795
1485
4527
11983
3319

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an efficient method of feature descriptor aggregation with an
attention mechanism combined with a global feature for image retrieval. We first trained the
local feature extraction network and then the attention mechanism to select key local features.
Both processes were accomplished by a single forward propagation way in the network. Also, we
proposed a novel feature aggregation approach with the proposed method. Experiments showed
that local features aggregation with attention mechanism combined with the global feature could
effectively improve the image retrieval accuracy and computational efficiency. It is noted that the
proposed method is not only applicable to landmark image search but can also be applied to
image retrieval tasks in the general domain if the search candidate images carry abundant, legible
local features.
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